
Scottish Salmon Watch, 21 March 2021  

 

Revealed: Burned, Buried & Ensiled Scottish Salmon 
 

 
 

- 'Case Information' traces where ca. 40 million dead farmed salmon each year are 

incinerated, dumped in landfill, composted & ensiled  

- Dundas Chemicals, Biogas Energen, Whiteshore Cockles & TWMA Shetland head list 

of disposal destinations along with on-farm ensiling & incineration  

- Norwegian boat transported Mowi morts to Denmark for biofuel 

 

 

 
 

'Case Information' from over 200 inspections of salmon farms published by the Scottish 

Government's Fish Health Inspectorate has been used to piece together where an estimated 42 

million dead salmon in hatcheries and on sea farms is disposed of each year.     

 

Read source material via: Casing Where Diseased Scottish Salmon Head After They Die - 

Data from the Scottish Government's Fish Health Inspectorate (March 2021) 

 

Read more via Media Backgrounder: Waste Disposal Routes for Scottish Salmon - Where Do 

All the Dead Fish Go? (March 2021) 

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2020/12/revealed-burned-buried-ensiled-scottish-salmon.html
https://www.gov.scot/collections/publication-of-fish-health-inspectorate-information/
https://www.gov.scot/collections/publication-of-fish-health-inspectorate-information/
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2020/11/alexa-how-many-salmon-die-each-year-on-scottish-salmon-farms-errrdoes-not-compute.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2020/11/alexa-how-many-salmon-die-each-year-on-scottish-salmon-farms-errrdoes-not-compute.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/casing-where-farmed-salmon-go-after-they-die-march-2021.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/casing-where-farmed-salmon-go-after-they-die-march-2021.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2021/03/media-backgrounder-waste-disposal-routes-for-scottish-salmon-where-do-all-the-dead-fish-go.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2021/03/media-backgrounder-waste-disposal-routes-for-scottish-salmon-where-do-all-the-dead-fish-go.html
https://theferret.scot/salmon-deaths-farms-nine-million/
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2020/01/virus-ridden-mowi-revealed-as-source-of-a86-roadspill-in-september.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2018/02/photo-gallery-dead-salmon-from-scotlands-disease-ridden-salmon-farms-.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2018/01/daily-mail-thousands-of-fish-thrown-in-a-truck-and-troubling-new-questions-for-salmon-farms-.html


Here are the waste disposal routes for Scottish farmed salmon mortalities (data sourced from 

‘Case Information’ as published by the Scottish Government’s Fish Health Inspectorate for 

salmon farm inspections between September 2019 and December 2020) headed by Dundas 

Chemicals, ensiling, incineration, Biogas Energen, Whiteshore Cockles and TWMA 

Shetland*: 

 

 
 

* Note that 242 waste disposal routes were cited out of 220 cases (some cases indicated 

multiple waste disposal routes depending on the quantities of morts)  

 

“Millions of Scottish salmon carcasses are quite literally going up in smoke via incinerators 

and waste energy plants,” said Don Staniford, Director of Scottish Salmon Watch.   “Scottish 

salmon's mort mountain is now so high that it powers the National Grid.  Next time you turn 

on the kettle in the ad break at Coronation Street the power may have come from Scotland's 

diseased salmon farming industry.  That millions of Scottish salmon are still buried in landfill 

is a scandal.  The stench of Scottish salmon pervades the Highlands and Island of Scotland.  

Pet lovers may also be horrified to discover that Scottish salmon ‘trimmings’ from processing 

wastes ends up in dog feed and even as compost.  Consumers should boycott Scottish salmon 

- I would not even feed it to our dog or use it on our garden.” 

https://www.gov.scot/collections/publication-of-fish-health-inspectorate-information/
https://scottishsalmonwatch.org/about-us
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2021/03/casing-where-diseased-scottish-salmon-head-after-they-die.html


Here’s video footage of ensiled Scottish farmed salmon: 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1qAgyuJlRcyesFZX78FeAMbhZjhfIsU7O
https://vimeo.com/441933686
https://vimeo.com/441926490


Here’s video footage of diseased Scottish salmon stored in skips before being transported 

away for incineration, landfill or ensiling: 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1qAgyuJlRcyesFZX78FeAMbhZjhfIsU7O
https://vimeo.com/461506501
https://vimeo.com/441103390


 
 

Read more via: 

52 million deaths in Norway - how many millions died on Scottish salmon farms in 2020? 

The Case Against Scottish Salmon - An Update on Diseases & Mass Mortalities!  

Alexa, how many salmon die each year on Scottish salmon farms? 42 million* (but we don't 

know for sure as the answer is deemed "commercially damaging")! 

The Case Against Scottish Salmon Continued - new data for January 2020 

2019 Salmon Farming Data Now Online! 

The Killing Farms - Scottish Salmon's Horror Story Continues! 

Photo Dossier of Diseased, Deformed & Abused Scottish Salmon 

'Moribund' Mowi: Salmon Gill Poxvirus, Amoebic Gill Disease & Anaemia at Ardintoul 

Solving Scottish Salmon's Multi-Million Mortality Problem 

Update: Mass Mortalities Piling Up at Scottish Salmon 

The Case Against Scottish Salmon 

Revealed: Mowi's Nightmare in Loch Linnhe - 55% Mortality & Infectious Diseases 

Media Backgrounder: Disease-Ridden Scottish Salmon is Dead in the Water 

New Report - "The State of Scottish Salmon Farming in 2018" 

Media Backgrounder: Scottish Salmon's Mort Mountain 

 

Contact: 

 

Don Staniford: 07771 541826 (salmonfarmingkills@gmail.com) 

 

Notes to Editors: 

 

Casing Where Diseased Scottish Salmon Head After They Die - Data from the Scottish 

Government's Fish Health Inspectorate (March 2021) 

 

Read more via Media Backgrounder: Waste Disposal Routes for Scottish Salmon - Where Do 

All the Dead Fish Go? (March 2021) 

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2021/03/salmon-deaths-52-million-too-high-says-norway-fisheries-minister-fiskeridir-nfdep-leroyseafood-httpstcoths6n2sg.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2021/03/the-case-against-scottish-salmon-an-update-.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2020/11/alexa-how-many-salmon-die-each-year-on-scottish-salmon-farms-errrdoes-not-compute.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2020/11/alexa-how-many-salmon-die-each-year-on-scottish-salmon-farms-errrdoes-not-compute.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2020/04/the-case-against-scottish-salmon-continued-new-data-for-january-2020-.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2020/03/you-can-now-download-mortality-toxic-chemical-and-biomass-data-online-here-read-more-via-shame-on-sepa-the-laggar.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2020/02/the-culling-farms-new-case-information-from-the-scottish-government-.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2020/02/photo-dossier-of-diseased-deformed-abused-scottish-salmon.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2020/02/%20https:/donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2020/01/moribund-mowi-salmon-gill-poxvirus-amoebic-gill-disease-anaemia-at-ardintoul-.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2019/10/solving-scottish-salmons-multi-million-mortality-problem-.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2020/01/update-mass-mortalities-piling-up-at-scottish-salmon-.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/pr-the-case-against-scottish-salmon-6-jan-2020.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2019/10/mowis-nightmare-in-loch-linnhe-55-mortality-infectious-disease.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/media-backgrounder-26-sept-2019-disease-ridden-scottish-salmon-is-dead-in-the-water.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2019/03/the-sorry-state-of-scottish-salmon-farming-in-2018.html
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/media-backgrounder-scottish-salmon-mort-mountain-sept-2018.pdf
mailto:salmonfarmingkills@gmail.com
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/casing-where-farmed-salmon-go-after-they-die-march-2021.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/casing-where-farmed-salmon-go-after-they-die-march-2021.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2021/03/media-backgrounder-waste-disposal-routes-for-scottish-salmon-where-do-all-the-dead-fish-go.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2021/03/media-backgrounder-waste-disposal-routes-for-scottish-salmon-where-do-all-the-dead-fish-go.html
https://vimeo.com/292262400


Media Backgrounder: The Stench of Scottish Salmon - Follow the Smell of Salmoney! 

 

Earlier this month, data on mortalities on salmon farms in Norway was published prompting 

the Norwegian Minister of Fisheries to warn that 52 million morts was “too high”.  Back in 

2013, the Scottish Salmon Producers Organisation successfully lobbied against the disclosure 

of mort numbers claiming publication would be “commercially damaging”.   

 

 
 

 

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2021/03/salmon-deaths-52-million-too-high-says-norway-fisheries-minister-fiskeridir-nfdep-leroyseafood-httpstcoths6n2sg.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2021/03/salmon-deaths-52-million-too-high-says-norway-fisheries-minister-fiskeridir-nfdep-leroyseafood-httpstcoths6n2sg.html
https://www.robedwards.com/2013/10/scottish-watchdog-labelled-lapdog-after-agreeing-to-keep-fish-farm-deaths-secret.html
https://www.robedwards.com/2013/10/scottish-watchdog-labelled-lapdog-after-agreeing-to-keep-fish-farm-deaths-secret.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2021/03/salmon-deaths-52-million-too-high-says-norway-fisheries-minister-fiskeridir-nfdep-leroyseafood-httpstcoths6n2sg.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2021/03/salmon-deaths-52-million-too-high-says-norway-fisheries-minister-fiskeridir-nfdep-leroyseafood-httpstcoths6n2sg.html


Late last year (6 December 2020), BBC Countryfile exposed the shocking level of mortalities 

on salmon farms citing a mortality rate of 26% (based on data published by the Scottish 

Government in the 'Scottish Fish Farm Production Survey 2019' in October 2020).   

 

 
 

Scottish Salmon Watch calculated that 77% of salmon farms have a mortality rate of more 

than 10%!  

 

 
 

Read more via ASC-Certified Scottish Salmon Dead in the Water!  

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2020/12/bbc-countryfile-features-lice-infested-rspca-assured-salmon-.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2020/12/bbc-countryfile-features-lice-infested-rspca-assured-salmon-.html
https://www.gov.scot/news/scottish-fish-farm-production-survey-2019/
https://www.gov.scot/news/scottish-fish-farm-production-survey-2019/
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2020/12/asc-certified-scottish-salmon-dead-in-the-water-.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2020/12/asc-certified-scottish-salmon-dead-in-the-water-.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2020/12/asc-certified-scottish-salmon-dead-in-the-water-.html


In November 2020, Scottish Salmon Watch estimated that around 40 million fish are dying 

each year on salmon farms in Scotland (in both the freshwater and marine phase of 

production).  Based on Scottish Government data published in October 2020, the mortality 

rate in freshwater hatcheries is also ca. 25% so the total mortality rate for salmon farming 

production (from hatch as eggs to 'catch' in the sea cages for final harvest) is ca. 50%.   

 

 

 
 

Read calculations via Alexa, how many salmon die each year on Scottish salmon farms? 42 

million* (but we don't know for sure as the answer is deemed "commercially damaging")! 

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2020/11/alexa-how-many-salmon-die-each-year-on-scottish-salmon-farms-errrdoes-not-compute.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2020/11/alexa-how-many-salmon-die-each-year-on-scottish-salmon-farms-errrdoes-not-compute.html
https://www.gov.scot/publications/scottish-fish-farm-production-survey-2019/
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2020/11/alexa-how-many-salmon-die-each-year-on-scottish-salmon-farms-errrdoes-not-compute.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2020/11/alexa-how-many-salmon-die-each-year-on-scottish-salmon-farms-errrdoes-not-compute.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2020/11/alexa-how-many-salmon-die-each-year-on-scottish-salmon-farms-errrdoes-not-compute.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2020/11/alexa-how-many-salmon-die-each-year-on-scottish-salmon-farms-errrdoes-not-compute.html


Mortality data (by weight) published online on 4 December 2020 by the Scottish 

Environment Protection Agency reveal that 2.4 million tonnes of dead salmon have been 

reported on marine salmon farms in Scotland since 2002 (data up to September 2020 – data 

up to December 2020 is expected to be published online soon).  Here's the top thirty largest 

monthly mortalities headed by The Scottish Salmon Company's Sgian Dubh salmon farm in 

Loch Striven in August 2020 with 683 tonnes (mortality was reported to the Scottish 

Government's Fish Health Inspectorate as 40%). 

 

 

 
 

Mortalities in 2020 could be worst on record.  In the first nine months of 2020 (Q4 2020 data 

is expected to be published in early March) a staggering 20,343 tonnes of mortalities have 

been reported on marine salmon farms in Scotland - the comparable figure for 2019 was 

16,974 tonnes.  Mortalities on marine salmon farms in Scotland in 2019 was the worst on 

record with 25,507 tonnes reported - up from 16,251 tonnes in 2018.   

 

A data analysis by Scottish Salmon Watch in September 2018 calculated that over the last 

decade ca. half of mortalities occurred in the last four months of the year with the month of 

October the worst followed by September and November.  Mortalities in 2020 could 

therefore be expected to exceed 30,000 tonnes.     

http://aquaculture.scotland.gov.uk/data/fish_farms_monthly_biomass_and_treatment_reports.aspx
http://aquaculture.scotland.gov.uk/data/fish_farms_monthly_biomass_and_treatment_reports.aspx
http://aquaculture.scotland.gov.uk/data/fish_farms_monthly_biomass_and_treatment_reports.aspx
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2020/11/dead-in-the-water-new-data-reveals-mass-mortalities-disease-on-scottish-salmon-farms-.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2020/11/dead-in-the-water-new-data-reveals-mass-mortalities-disease-on-scottish-salmon-farms-.html
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/media-backgrounder-scottish-salmon-mort-mountain-sept-2018.pdf
http://aquaculture.scotland.gov.uk/data/fish_farms_monthly_biomass_and_treatment_reports.aspx
http://aquaculture.scotland.gov.uk/data/fish_farms_monthly_biomass_and_treatment_reports.aspx


Mortality rates reported by the Scottish Salmon Producers Organisation during 2020 have 

been staggeringly high. 

 

 
 

 

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2020/11/survival-of-the-unhealthiest-scottish-salmon-new-data-reveals-shocking-mortality-rates-.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2020/11/survival-of-the-unhealthiest-scottish-salmon-new-data-reveals-shocking-mortality-rates-.html
https://twitter.com/TheGAAIA/status/1324725590310735872/photo/1


In February 2013, Rob Edwards asked in The Sunday Herald: "Where have all the dead fish 

gone?" 

 

 
 

Another article - Farmed salmon killed by disease leaps to 8.5 million - published in The 

Sunday Herald in February 2013 reported (for the last time as it turned out) on numbers of 

mortalities on marine salmon farms.   

 

https://www.robedwards.com/2013/02/where-have-all-the-dead-fish-gone.html
https://www.robedwards.com/2013/02/farmed-salmon-killed-by-disease-leaps-to-85-million.html
https://www.robedwards.com/2013/02/where-have-all-the-dead-fish-gone.html
https://www.robedwards.com/2013/02/farmed-salmon-killed-by-disease-leaps-to-85-million.html


 

 

The publication of numbers of dead salmon prompted lobbying by the salmon farming 

industry leading to data on numbers of mortalities not being publicly reported in full ever 

again.  The Sunday Herald reported in October 2013: 

 

https://www.robedwards.com/2013/10/scottish-watchdog-labelled-lapdog-after-agreeing-to-keep-fish-farm-deaths-secret.html
https://www.robedwards.com/2013/02/farmed-salmon-killed-by-disease-leaps-to-85-million.html
https://www.robedwards.com/2013/02/farmed-salmon-killed-by-disease-leaps-to-85-million.html
https://www.robedwards.com/2013/10/scottish-watchdog-labelled-lapdog-after-agreeing-to-keep-fish-farm-deaths-secret.html
https://www.robedwards.com/2013/10/scottish-watchdog-labelled-lapdog-after-agreeing-to-keep-fish-farm-deaths-secret.html


 

Data published online by the Scottish Government’s Fish Health Inspectorate earlier this 

month (4 March 2021) detailed over 21 million mortalities on salmon farms in Scotland since 

January 2017 (data up to the end of January 2021) but that figure only includes ‘Mortality 

Event Reports’ in excess of 1%: 

 

https://www.gov.scot/publications/fish-health-inspectorate-mortality-information/
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2021/03/update-mass-mortalities-on-scottish-salmon-farms-.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2021/03/update-mass-mortalities-on-scottish-salmon-farms-.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2020/11/survival-of-the-unhealthiest-scottish-salmon-new-data-reveals-shocking-mortality-rates-.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2021/03/update-mass-mortalities-on-scottish-salmon-farms-.html


Moreover, some companies such as Scottish Sea Farms and The Scottish Salmon Company 

have routinely failed to disclose mortality numbers.   

 

 
 

 

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2021/03/missing-mortalities-at-scottish-sea-farms.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2021/03/missing-mortalities-at-scottish-sea-farms.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2021/03/missing-mortalities-at-scottish-sea-farms.html


In November 2020, the Scottish Parliament's Convenor of the Rural Economy & 

Connectivity Committee (Edward Mountain MSP) raised the issue of mass mortalities with 

Mowi's MD Ben Hadfield: 

 

 
 

 

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2020/11/mowis-million-dollar-man-testifies-to-scottish-parliament.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2020/11/mowis-million-dollar-man-testifies-to-scottish-parliament.html
https://twitter.com/TheGAAIA/status/1329031713582960642
https://twitter.com/TheGAAIA/status/1329361790917091329


 
 

In December 2017, the Scottish Greens raised the issue of leaking lorries transporting mass 

mortalities at First Minister's question time. 

 

 

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2017/12/first-minister-questioned-on-leaking-wastes-from-morts-call-for-a-moratorium-from-greens-.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2017/12/first-minister-questioned-on-leaking-wastes-from-morts-call-for-a-moratorium-from-greens-.html
https://twitter.com/TheGAAIA/status/1329364968257560581
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1775595046077632


The question of mass mortalities was prompted by the BBC One Show's 'Dead Salmon Run' 

which showed video footage of Billy Bowie trucks transporting diseased salmon from 

Scottish Sea Farms in Loch Kishorn to an incinerator in Dumfries. 

 

 
 

In September 2018, the BBC One Show broadcast gruesome video footage of a mort burial 

pit at Whiteshore Cockles in North Uist. 

 

 
 

Read more on Whiteshore Cockles via a FOI reply from the Scottish Government online here 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rhrzJEHaWFE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3hAUkRiZ9o0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3hAUkRiZ9o0
https://www.gov.scot/publications/disposal-of-mortalities-at-whiteshore-cockles-foi-release/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rhrzJEHaWFE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3hAUkRiZ9o0


In May 2017, the Global Alliance Against Industrial Aquaculture reported: 

 

 
 

 
 

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/media-backgrounder-mort-disposal-may-2017-1.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/media-backgrounder-mort-disposal-may-2017-1.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/media-backgrounder-mort-disposal-may-2017-1.pdf


 
 

 

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/media-backgrounder-mort-disposal-may-2017-1.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/media-backgrounder-mort-disposal-may-2017-1.pdf


 
 

 
 

 

Read more via:  

Media Backgrounder: Mort Disposal of Scottish Farmed Salmon (May 2017) 

European Commission complaint over dead fish dumping forces rule change (April 2016) 

 

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/media-backgrounder-mort-disposal-may-2017-2.pdf
http://www.eveningtimes.co.uk/news/14417167.European_Commission_complaint_over_dead_fish_dumping_forces_rule_change/
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/media-backgrounder-mort-disposal-may-2017-1.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/media-backgrounder-mort-disposal-may-2017-1.pdf


In 2016, the Scottish Government published a report on finfish mortalities. 

 

 
 

“Where have all the dead fish gone?” asked Rob Edwards in The Sunday Herald in 2013: 

 

 

https://www.gov.scot/publications/zero-waste-report-finfish-mortalities-in-scotland-2/
https://www.robedwards.com/2013/02/where-have-all-the-dead-fish-gone.html
https://www.robedwards.com/2013/02/where-have-all-the-dead-fish-gone.html


Scottish Salmon Watch reported in June 2018: 

 

 

 
 

Read more via: Highlands & Islands Exposed: FOI disclosure lifts lid on mass mortalities on 

Scottish salmon farms  

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/hie-pr-11-june-2018.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/hie-pr-11-june-2018.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/hie-pr-11-june-2018.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/hie-pr-11-june-2018.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/hie-pr-11-june-2018.pdf


A report published in December 2018 included:    
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

https://www.hie.co.uk/media/6170/the-logistics-issues-faced-by-the-scottish-aquaculture-industry.pdf
https://www.hie.co.uk/media/6170/the-logistics-issues-faced-by-the-scottish-aquaculture-industry.pdf
https://www.hie.co.uk/media/6170/the-logistics-issues-faced-by-the-scottish-aquaculture-industry.pdf
https://www.hie.co.uk/media/6170/the-logistics-issues-faced-by-the-scottish-aquaculture-industry.pdf
https://www.hie.co.uk/media/6170/the-logistics-issues-faced-by-the-scottish-aquaculture-industry.pdf


The waste mortalities from salmon farming in Norway are now so massive that they will be 

used to power jet airliners carrying Norwegian farmed salmon to Asia.  

 

 

 

A letter from Mowi dated 7 December 2020 cited local complaints regarding the transport of 

morts from Loch Hourn: 

 

https://www.fishfarmermagazine.com/news/salmon-waste-to-power-jet-airliners/
https://www.fishfarmermagazine.com/news/salmon-waste-to-power-jet-airliners/
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/mowi-letter-response-to-questions-and-comments-from-the-arnisdale-community-dec-2020.pdf
https://www.fishfarmermagazine.com/news/salmon-waste-to-power-jet-airliners/


 

 
 

The Sunday Times reported in December 2017: 

 

 

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/vegans-in-shock-at-fish-electricity-9thcd5hcp
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/mowi-letter-response-to-questions-and-comments-from-the-arnisdale-community-dec-2020.pdf
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/vegans-in-shock-at-fish-electricity-9thcd5hcp


Here’s a photo of an incinerator used by Scottish Sea Farms in Loch Creran ‘Special Area of 

Conservation’. 

 
 

 

https://twitter.com/andrholder/status/1321189292081926145
https://twitter.com/andrholder/status/1321189292081926145
https://twitter.com/andrholder/status/1321189292081926145
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2021/03/the-case-against-scottish-salmon-an-update-.html


 
 

 

https://twitter.com/TheGAAIA/status/1227663853720391680
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2021/03/missing-mortalities-at-scottish-sea-farms.html


Scottish farmed salmon from processing plants (Category 3 wastes) is also used in pet foods 

by companies such as Pelagia (Rossyew) which is co-owned by Austevoll Seafood (the 

largest shareholder in Leroy – co-owner of Scottish Sea Farms).   

 

 
 

 
 

Read more via Media Backgrounder: Waste Disposal Routes for Scottish Salmon - Where Do 

All the Dead Fish Go? (March 2021) 

https://www.gov.scot/publications/animal-by-products-disposal-guidance/pages/disposal-of-aquaculture-animal-by-products/
https://pelagia.com/facilities/greenock/
https://www.auss.no/our-investments/industrial-holdings/pelagia-holding-as/
https://www.leroyseafood.com/en/investor/stock/largest-shareholders/
https://www.intrafish.com/company-profiles/company-profile-scottish-sea-farms/2-1-412999
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2021/03/media-backgrounder-waste-disposal-routes-for-scottish-salmon-where-do-all-the-dead-fish-go.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2021/03/media-backgrounder-waste-disposal-routes-for-scottish-salmon-where-do-all-the-dead-fish-go.html
https://vimeo.com/444341983
https://vimeo.com/292278068

